
   2021 RIESLING 
    Dessert Wine

BLEND   100% Riesling

VINEYARDS   Kick On Ranch

AVA   Santa Barbara County

ALCOHOL   8%

VINIFICATION   100% Neutral French Oak

BARREL AGING   3 Months

TOTAL PRODUCTIONTOTAL PRODUCTION   9 Barrels

109 S. MONTGOMERY ST. OJAI, CALIFORNIA 
805.798.3947       
TASTINGROOM@OJAIVINEYARD.COM      
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This 2021 Riesling dessert wine is surely the best example of it that we've ever made. We leveraged 
the gifts of the vintage to create this wine that is 40% “iced-wine” Riesling, and 60% botrytized Ries-
ling.  There’s an effusive blast of Riesling character—intense-as-can-be fragrances of ginger blos-
soms, citrus confit, honeyed stone fruits and buttery brioche. Just smelling it knocks you backward 
then pulls you in. It’s very sweet—no doubt about that—but our methods also concentrate acidity, 
which keeps the finish buoyant and fresh. You don’t find the tiresome syrupiness of many dessert 
wines; you want to keep drinking this.

We were already excited to make this dessert wine in 2021. Because of the cool and foggy condi-
tions, our Riesling was ripening super slowly. We knew there would be loads of flavor to concen-
trate with our “iced-wine” method of pressing grapes that are frozen post-harvest. What we didn’t 
know, however, was how much botrytis would take hold in the vineyard by harvest.

Botrytis, also called “noble rot,” is a specific mold that lends a delicious and singular character to 
dessert wines. When humidity is high, this mold sets into the clusters and perforates the skins of 
the grapes, making them dehydrate into soft grapes with concentrated sugar. We had that botry-
tized fruit picked separately and then we sorted out any remaining healthy berries. That was 
pressed then fermented in neutral French oak barrels.

We also continued with our “iced-wine” approach, which for us involves taking a couple bins of 
healthy fruit to a commercial freezer for a week. That frozen fruit is brought straight to our press, 
where it takes more than 24 hours of squeezing to fully extract the juice. Because the water com-
ponent of the juice has the highest melting point, most of that stays frozen, which concentrates the 
sugars and flavors of the grape. That super-sweet juice was also fermented in neutral French oak 
barrels.

We thought about offering an iced-wine bottling and a separate botrytis bottling, but then we tasted 
the two lots blended together and thought it was just rapturous. We’re sure you will, too.This full 
throttle sweet wine is a perfect match for fruit desserts like pie or cobbler and has enough floral 
riesling character to stand up to chocolate as well, but my favorite pairing is with a beautiful, 
creamy blue cheese.

 


